April 2015
The Newsletter of Weston Model Flying Club

Editorial
Spring has brought out a varied collection of flying objects. I use the
phrase ‘flying objects’ because for
the first time in this newsletter we
have not only fixed-wing planes and
helicopters, but quadcopters and an
ornithopter (flapping wing). More
variety you couldn’t hope for!

Club Matters

Meetings

Reminders

The April meeting featured as guest
speaker John Stennard, see the report inside.

Many people are not aware that, under the Constitution, items to be
raised as ‘Any Other Business’ at a
monthly club meeting should be sent
to the Secretary 14 days before the
meeting, so they can be put on the
Agenda. Items may be raised on the
night, but are then subject to the
Chairman’s discretion as to whether
they will be considered.

Ian.

In this Issue
● Gordon Burch gets close to Vannessa!
● Birdman - Peter Dormer on his
adventures with Ornithopters
● 10 Years of The Model Shop
● Charlie’s B-test
● Billy’s Bespoke Bungee!

The May meeting will be at the field
as the room at the Ebdon Arms is in
use as a polling station. At this
meeting we will discuss any required
changes to the rules, which will then
be ratified at the June meeting,
which will therefore be an EGM.
Note that, except for the May meeting and any others where the room
may be unavailable, all monthly
meetings will now be at the Ebdon
Arms at 8pm, including those in the
summer months.

www.wmfclub.co.uk
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Reunion Event
We are planning to hold a reunion event this
summer, probably in July or August, to which all
club members past and present will be invited. We
are currently trying to collect a list of past members those from around 2005 onwards are accounted for,
but records before then are rather patchy. So if you
know anyone who was a member way back, and how
to contact them, then please either pass on their
details to me or Rich Williams, or let them know of
the event and ask them to get in touch.

Potholes
The condition of the road past the farm seems to
have deteriorated rapidly in the last year or so,
and there are several deep potholes. Several
people (including me) have suffered tyre
damage from them. So recently, in the belief
that the road up to the ‘Private’ sign was North
Somerset Council’s responsibility, several
members used the Council’s online reporting
facility to complain about the potholes.

WW2015 Club Stand
The club will be having a stand at this year’s
Woodspring Wings show on the 4th and 5th of
July. We will be taking the opportunity to
publicise the club and perhaps gain a few more
members.
Your help in manning the stand, even if only for
an hour or two, would be very much appreciated.
Please let Membership Sec. Richard Williams
know if you can help.

Website and Forum
The Gallery seems to be a popular feature on the
website, but until recently the single row of tabs
limited the photos to around two years worth.
Now however the page has been changed so that
past years have their own tabs, so all photos
since 2012 will remain in the Gallery.

Unfortunately it now turns out that the road is
only adopted up to the first building of Lower
Wick Farm, which is just before the potholes.
However, Mike Pope has spoken to the farmer
who is prepared to fill in the holes if any fresh
tarmac has been dumped on the rubble pile, so if
you see any being dumped, please let the farmer
know.

Club Fuel
Just a reminder that fuel is available through the
club; Contest 10 is £20 and ProSynth 2000 is
£15, both per gallon. See any member of the
committee for access. Fuel MUST be paid for
on the spot and you must have the correct
change available.
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John Stennard Talk
We had invited John Stennard along to talk at the
April meeting. Unfortunately this coincided with the
pub double-booking us and forgetting to let us know,
so we quickly decamped to the Woodborough Inn.
Although their function room is much smaller there
was just enough space for John to give his talk and
demonstrate some of his extremely compact models.
John brought along several examples of electric
planes, helicopters (the smallest of which easily fits in
the palm of one hand) and of course quadcopters.
The technology behind these devices is moving very
fast, so that innovative models are coming out
regularly, to be followed only weeks later by Chinese
clones at half the price.
Some small indoor quadcopters are now controlled (if that is
still the word, perhaps directed would be more correct) by
tablets or even smart phones and can send video back by
wi-fi.
As John said, interest in quadcopters is more a fascination
with the technology rather than a long-term hobby, after all
if the model flies itself you can quickly
get bored with it.
Our thanks to John for
a very interesting talk,
and you can read
articles by him in
magazines such as
Quiet & Electric Flight
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Charlie’s B-Test
Anyone who flies on a Sunday afternoon will have
seen Charlie Hands flying his helicopter, but you
may not have realised that over the last few months
with the encouragement and help from Paul Lathall
(coach) and support team and sponsor (dad Ian) and
various others Charlie has been preparing for the big
day or B Day and on the 28th of April it arrived.
It was a chilly and breezy afternoon and running a
little late when Tony Street, a Heli Examiner from
another club, and I met at the field,
a nervous Charlie and I think more
nervous Dad were ready and
waiting so after a cup of tea and a
chat we started.
Charlie flew a good test with only
one manoeuvre being repeated, and
so on to the questions; these were
well done even if the nerves were
showing a bit by this stage.
Tony and I had a chat and agreed it
was a job well done, so we called
Charlie back to give him the good
news and did the paperwork.
All the best to Charlie.
Mike Pope

Seen at the Field

Pete Dormers’s Ornithopter - see next page
From the Pits

Gordon Burch’s Hughes 500 Helicopter
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Gold
Ornithopter
The model is a Thunderbird made
by Troy Hawthorne in Florida. It
is based loosely on the Sean
Kinkade Hawk series, but in my
opinion bettered engineered. It
certainly flies better than my Park
Hawk. Span is 1.23m and weight
640g with 2S 1300mAhr LiPo.
The wing is ripstop nylon with
carbon spars, and everything else
is CNC-cut carbon sheet. Control
is by twist and flip tail – the
extreme up elevator is a
characteristic of all membrane
wing ornis, even though the CG is
at about 40% chord.
Take-off is a full power / full
elevator thrash, but once it’s got
forward speed there is a sweet spot

at about 60% throttle where it can glide ---- without losing too much
be trimmed to fly faster and flatter of the marginal thrust.
with better penetration. I have
fitted a sensor which (generally)
Ornithopters have been a
stops the wing at a
50-year interest for me,
position where the
and what prompted me
glide lock
to start RC flying. A
(ratchet) can
few people have been
engage to
successful with rigid or
give a
foam wings (Google
win
”Smartbird”) but my
own designs have been
dogged by gearbox
failure, or excessive
gsweight and
level
unmanageable wing
glide
flexing. Last year’s
design
grew to
instead
over 2m span
of the Vto get the wing
wings parachute
loading down, but when
decent. Even so, the best glide
flown with a propeller there was
angle I have seen is worse than 30 over 20 degrees of washout on the
degrees, so my next mods will be EPP wings – lots of drag and
to improve the wing shape on the little control.

Park Hawk and Own Design
The Park Hawk is 42” span, so you can see how
big the white one was. Its weight grew to 2.4kg –
the phosphor bronze worm wheel was 250g, and
the rest was scaled to carry it.
The propeller was originally intended to assist hand
launch, but proved to be necessary all the time. I
never convinced myself that the wing flapping
contributed any thrust.
Peter Dormer

Views of the flapping mechanism
From the Pits
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Ten Years of The Model Shop in Weston
May sees the 10th anniversary of
Trevor and Kay Grace taking
over the Model Shop in WestonSuper-Mare, now of course the
only local model shop since Dave
Cuff’s retirement last year.
Trevor’s interest in models dates
back to school days in the
Midlands, going through boats,
cars and aircraft. Around 15 years
ago he took up R/C helicopter
flying and was hooked again.
After a long and successful career
in the AV industry was curtailed
by injury, Trevor and Kay moved
to Somerset and soon the
opportunity to take over the model
shop arose. Those of you who
remember the previous shop will
appreciate how different it is now!
There’s a wide range of stock and
it’s usually busy.
Five years ago the current shop
became available across the road
from the original location, which
gave the chance for more space
and a new layout.

modellers are still well
catered for.
So happy anniversary to
Trevor and Kay (and Max
the dog) and we hope
they’ll be around for
another ten years!

As with any model shop these
days, cars and plastic kits are the
best sellers, but R/C aircraft

Discounts for WMFC
members
Trevor kindly offers a 10% discount
for WMFC members, on purchases of
£25 or above on items not already
discounted. Members are reminded
that they must show their membership
card to claim the discount.
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My experiences with ‘Vanessa’
In search of a method to find the centre of gravity of an aircraft
I have just finished my ‘pushycat’ and
wanted to get the centre of gravity
correct.
I have in the past been frustrated by
supporting aircraft on finger tips (I think
we have all done it) on the underneath of
a wing only for it to slip and to be
thoroughly uncooperative, especially low
wingers upside down.
I think you can get a jig like pencils
standing up in a block with rubber caps
on the end like your finger tips.
However I thought there must be
something better, and having searched
through several magazines I came across
the rig described here called ‘Vanessa’ and claim no
credit for the creation of the machine.
There are also several ‘UTube’ websites showing it
in action, see the link below.

I have found it to be an excellent way of establishing
and changing the cofg and thought I would share my
experience with it, I think some people have a
variation on this to give the same result.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afvfShdOuck

The Rig

The basic construction is shown here; I used a block of
50mm wood and some dowelling to hold the ropes.
I attached a hook to the top and screwed another into
my garage ceiling.
The support rope was window blind adjuster cord and
came from a local well known source.
The plumb bob was some thread and a clunk tank
weight.

From the Pits
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Using the Rig

The ropes wrap around the dowel and then around the aircraft wing; it is
important to get the rope lengths equal.
The angle of incidence of the aircraft wing can be adjusted by rotating
the dowel.
When the wing is level using a spirit level, the c of g is indicated by the
plumb bob suspended from the dowel dangling over the top of the wing.

My Setup

Centre of gravity marked onto wing
I used my helicopter blade incidence meter but a basic spirit level will do, to level the wing.
That’s a reading 0.1 of a degree not level.
The c of g is indicated by the the plumb bob which in this case is spot on the black line. If the c of g is
incorrect the plumb bob will be forward or back from the marked line. It sounds a bit complicated but
makes sense if you try it.
If you would like to give it a try I could lend you my jig, give me a ring.
Gordon Burch
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From the Workshop
Lightning Pusher Jet
After a short hiatus which seems to be my
trademark, I finally got round to painting the
Lightning. As suggested in the last issue
I’ve gone for the Firebirds colour scheme of
56 Squadron. I’d intended to use artist’s
acrylics throughout but ended up using car
rattle cans for the silver and black, and
Humbrol acrylic spray can for the red.
Markings are being cut from vinyl with my
by now well-used cutter, and panels lines
will be marked using fine-liner pens.
Final weight including missiles is 845g and
thrust with a 7x4 prop is around 950g.

Firestreak Missiles

No Lightning looks right without
its two Firestreak or Red-Top
missiles. Even the
Firebirds display team
flew their routines with
missiles attached,
apparently they improved
the Lightning’s
aerodynamics.

block of blue foam. Around
150mm is the longest that I could
achieve without damage, so two
were glued end-to-end to give the
220mm scale length. They were
then covered in tissue and Poly-C,
fins added with 0.8mm ply and
sprayed white. The final weight
was 8 grams each.

So how to make
them, as light as
possible? I
found a steel
tube of 13mm
internal
diameter,
sharpened it and
twisted it into a

From the Pits
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lights, green at front, red behind and blue at the
sides.

Quadcopter

No I’ve not really gone over to the Dark Side, but in
At present I’ve not got much beyond hovering just
view of all the current hype about quadcopters I
thought I should at least know what it’s all about. So above head height, but it’s coming!
after reading up I settled for a 250 size machine
(i.e 250mm across) which is big enough to fly
outside but not too expensive if it crashes!
As John Stennard said in his talk at the April
meeting, quadcopters are an interest rather than
a hobby; I can imagine getting bored with it, but
it’s the tinkering that attracts at the moment!
I made up some buffer pieces on the CNC
machine, to which I then glued some LED strip

Chocks Away!
Groundsman and budding inventor Billy Simey has
been beavering away on this bungee-powered
launcher of his own design. Rails are B&Q 30mm
tubing, and the foot-pedal release mechanism makes
ingenious use of a car foot pump. A detachable
fitting on the launch cradle will allow models with
different hook attachments to be accommodated.
When finished this will be a club facility for
anyone’s use.
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Events
Forthcoming events over the next few months
Date

Event

Thursday 7th May 2015 8pm

Club Meeting at the Field

Thursday 4th June 2015 8pm

Club Meeting at the Ebdon Arms

Thursday 2nd July 2015 8pm

Club Meeting at the Ebdon Arms

Saturday / Sunday 4/5 July 2015

Woodspring Wings Show

Website
Don’t forget that all previous issues of the newsletter since I started doing it (back in October 2001!) are
available on the club website www.wmfclub.co.uk. I also try to keep the Gallery section reasonably current
with photos taken when I’m at the field, there is now a forum to exchange ideas and experience, and finally
don’t forget the For Sale section where you can add your own For Sale and Wanted adverts.

Club Meeting Venue
All club meetings are now at the Ebdon Arms, Lilac Way,
Wick St Lawrence BS22 9WE. If you’re coming from
Weston it’s along Ebdon Road on the way to the field, on
your right shortly after the Crematorium.

How to contact the Editor
Ian Armstrong
Address: The Cottage, Roman Rd, Sandford, N.Somerset, BS25 5RE
Tel: 01934 823 609 (Mobile: 07818 861 580)
Email: ian@ia42.com

Publication Dates
The Newsletter is issued (with luck!) 4 times a year, at the end of January, April, July and October. Any
contributions should be sent to the editor by the middle of that month.
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